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2017 Resolutions Underway – NES ELITE Athletes
Already Setting New PR’s
Tyler Jermann Sets a New PR at the Phoenix Rock n’ Roll Marathon; Second Overall
With most of the country in the throes of winter, thousands of
runners took to the streets of Phoenix, Scottsdale and Tempe on
th
January 15 to participate in one of the American Southwest’s best
races: the Rock ‘n’ Roll Arizona Marathon & ½ Marathon.
American professional runner Tyler Jermann finished second in
1:05:57, setting a new personal record in the Men’s Half-Marathon.
Tyler is sponsored by Under Armour and Team Run Flagstaff Pro.
He is represented by NES ELITE (NES Consulting, LLC).
Tyler continues to have a stellar professional running career, with
multiple top overall and top-American finishes, in major continental
races. Tyler already has his sights set on the 50K American and
World Records for the 2017 season, as well as podium finishes at
several major American races. Keep an eye out for Tyler in the year
to come – he will no doubt continue to impress!
Kiya Dandena Sets a New PR at the Aramco Houston Half-Marathon; Second Overall American
Don't take it from us – Weldon Johnson of LetsRun.com said of American professional
runner Kiya Dandena’s recent Houston performance, “Don’t feel bad if you had never heard
of this guy until now. Neither had we…talk about stepping up big-time.”
th

On January 15 Kiya was the second American in the Aramco Houston Half-Marathon, losing
only to overall winner and Rio Olympian Leonard Korir, who recently became a US citizen in
2016, having relocated from Kenya. Kiya led the chase pack for the final two miles and
outkicked fellow American Luke Puskedra to finish 1:03:13, despite the incredibly warm and
muggy conditions typical of Houston, TX.
Kiya, 27, trains in Flagstaff and is sponsored by Team Run Flagstaff Pro and Skechers
Performance. He is represented by NES ELITE (NES Consulting, LLC). Kiya looks to continue
his performance streak in 2017 with sights set on even faster PR’s (be on the lookout for a
sub-62 half!), and multiple US Championship podium finishes!

th

(Houston, TX) NES ELITE Athletes Stephen Kersh and Drew Bean also took part in the Chevron Houston Marathon, finishing 15
th
(2:25:57) and 18 (2:27:33) overall respectively. All of these athletes are part of the NES ELITE athlete roster. They are all proud to
be sponsored by Garden of Life, Roll Recovery & Rudy Project North America, amongst others.

